Auf geht’s! Cultural Targets

This handout lists the pertinent cultural information present in Unit 3 of Auf geht’s! Using the Interactive, make your own notes in order to help you study for an exam on this unit.

- German Mensa
- das Studentenwohnheim
- German dorm room vs. American dorm room
- German university design (physical)
- der Hiwi
- title of “Professor” in Germany vs. America
- privat wohnen
- der Garten
- das Einfamilienhaus
- German ‘Haus’ vs. American “house”
- rooms found in German dwellings
- Badezimmer vs. Toilette
- Germany as a mobile society
- closed doors in German homes and offices
- German Fenster vs. American windows
- frische Luft
- air conditioning in Germany
- die Zugluft
- frische Luft vs. drafts
- gardening in Germany vs. America
- Gartenzwerge
- die Kleingärten
- Dr. Schreber and Schrebergärten
- Dr. Hauschild and urban gardens